
EINHELL FREELEXO 750 LCD BT+
Robotic Lawn Mower 18V

SKU: IT63350

€749.95

Specifications

Technical Specifications
Voltage: 18V
Recommend lawn size: 750 m²
App using Bluetooth - user-defined robot lawnmower control
It is secured with a PIN code
Intuitive keypad with LCD display
Cutting width: 18 cm
Cutting height: 20-60 mm
Tilt and lift sensor
Max. incline: 35%
Independently avoids obstacles
Charging time: 1.5 hr



Rain Sensor
Noise Levels: 62 dB
With multi-zone programming, a lawn surface can be divided into several
segments
With the lawn edge mowing function, Robot mows the lawn edge when it returns
to the charging station
Scheduled operating time for each specific day
Safety sensor system thanks to impact, tilt and lift sensors
Carrying handle for comfortable transportation

General Specifications
It overcomes ascents of up to 35%
Rain sensor: alerts the robot when to return to its charging station
The mowing times (day or night thanks to the low-noise technology) can also be
easily adjusted
If the battery needs to be charged or the mowing time has expired, the
lawnmower will automatically go to the charging station
The cutting height is infinitely adjustable between 20 mm and 60 mm
It cuts the grass so finely that it stays on the lawn and serves as fertilizer
(Mulching system)
You just need to lay down the boundary cable and set the desired mowing time
Anti-theft protection in form of PIN code and warning signal
Replaceable battery: Can be flexibly used with all Powe X-Change devices
See the manual HERE

Included in the Box
1 Charging base with extension cable
1 Wire 175 m
3 Cutting blades
1 Battery Lithium 18V, 3.0 Αh
245 Wire pegs
4 Charging base fixing nails
1 Hex key
4 Connecting clamps

Weight and Dimensions
Weight: 17.2 kg
Dimensions: 60.2 x 42.8 x 29 cm

https://electroline.com.cy/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/Manual-3413981-freelexo-750-lcd-b.pdf

